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Human language is based on grammatical rules1¡4. Cultural evolution allows
these rules to change over time5. Rules compete with each other: as new rules
rise to prominence, old ones die away. To quantify the dynamics of language
evolution, westudiedtheregularizationofEnglishverbsoverthelast1200years.
Although an elaborate system of productive conjugations existed in English’s
proto-Germanic ancestor, modern English uses the dental sufﬁx, -ed, to signify
past tense6. Here, we describe the emergence of this linguistic rule amidst the
evolutionary decay of its exceptions, known to us as irregular verbs. We have
generated a dataset of verbs whose conjugations have been evolving for over a
millennium, trackinginﬂectionalchangesto177OldEnglishirregulars. Ofthese
irregulars, 145 remained irregular in Middle English and 98 are still irregular
today. We study how the rate of regularization depends on the frequency of
word usage. The half-life of an irregular verb scales as the square root of its
usage frequency: a verb that is 100 times less frequent regularizes 10 times as
fast. Our study provides a quantitative analysis of the regularization process by
which ancestral forms gradually yield to an emerging linguistic rule.
Natural languages comprise elaborate systems of rules which enable one speaker
to communicate with another7. These rules serve to simplify the production of
1languageandenableaninﬁnitearrayofcomprehensibleformulations8¡10. Yeteach
rule has exceptions, and even the rules themselves wax and wane over centuries
and millennia11;12.
Verbs which obey standard rules of conjugation in their native language are called
regular verbs13. In the modern English language, regular verbs are conjugated
into the simple past and past participial forms by appending the dental sufﬁx -ed
to the root (for instance, talk/talked/talked). Irregular verbs obey antiquated rules
(sing/sang/sung) or in some cases, no rule at all (go/went)14;15.
NewverbsenteringEnglishuniversallyobeytheregularconjugation(google/googled/googled),
and many irregular verbs eventually regularize. Regular verbs become irregular
much more rarely: for every sneak that snuck in16, there are many more ﬂews that
ﬂied out.
Although less than 3% of modern verbs are irregular, the ten most common verbs
are all irregular (be, have, do, go, say, can, will, see, take, get). The irregular verbs are
heavily biased towards high frequencies of occurrence17;18. Linguists have sug-
gested an evolutionary hypothesis underlying the frequency distribution of irreg-
ularverbs: uncommonirregularverbstendtodisappearmorerapidlybecausethey
are less readily learned, and more rapidly forgotten19;20.
Inordertostudythisphenomenonquantitatively, westudiedverbinﬂectionbegin-
ning with Old English (the language of Beowulf, spoken circa 800 CE), continuing
2through Middle English (the language of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, spoken circa
1200 CE), and ending with Modern English, the language as it is spoken today. The
modern -ed rule descends from Old English ‘weak’ conjugation, which applied to
3/4 of all Old English verbs21. The exceptions - ancestors of the modern irregulars
- were mostly members of the so-called ‘strong’ verbs. There are 7 different classes
of strong verbs with exemplars among the modern English irregulars, each with
distinguishing markers that often include characteristic vowel shifts. Though sta-
ble coexistence of multiple rules is one possible outcome of rule dynamics, this is
not what occurred in English verb inﬂection22. We therefore deﬁne regularity with
respect to the modern -ed rule, and call all these exceptional forms ‘irregular’.
We consulted a large collection of grammar textbooks describing verb inﬂection in
these earlier epochs, and hand annotated every irregular verb they described. (See
Supplementary Information.) This provided us with a list of irregular verbs from
ancestral forms of English. Eliminating verbs which were no longer part of Modern
English, we compiled a list of 177 Old English irregular verbs which remain part
of the language to this day. Of these 177 Old English irregulars, 145 remained
irregular in Middle English, and 98 are still irregular in Modern English. Verbs
such as help, grip, and laugh, which were once irregular, have become regular with
the passing of time.
Next we obtained frequency data for all verbs by using the CELEX corpus, which
3contains 17.9 million words from a wide variety of textual sources23. For each
of our 177 verbs we calculated the frequency of occurrence among all verbs. We
subdivided the frequency spectrum into six logarithmically spaced bins from 10¡6
to1. Figure1ashowsthenumberofirregularverbsineachfrequencybin. Thereare
only two verbs, be and have, in the highest frequency bin, whose mean frequency is
>0.1. Both remain irregular to the present day. There are eleven irregular verbs in
thesecondbin, withmeanfrequencybetween0.01and0.1. Theseelevenverbshave
all remained irregular from Old English to Modern English. In the third frequency
bin, 0.001 to 0.01, we ﬁnd that 37 irregulars of Old English all remained irregular in
Middle English, but only 33 of them are irregular in Modern English. Four verbs
in this frequency range, help, reach, walk, and work, underwent regularization. In
the fourth frequency bin, 10¡4 to 10¡3, 65 irregulars of Old English have left 57
in Middle and 37 in Modern English. In the ﬁfth frequency bin, 10¡5 to 10¡4, 50
irregulars of Old English have left 29 in Middle and 14 in Modern English. In
the sixth frequency bin, 10¡6 to 10¡5, 12 irregulars of Old English decline to 9 in
Middle and only one in Modern English: slink, a verb which aptly describes this
quiet process of disappearance.
Plotting the number of irregular verbs against their frequency generates a uni-
modal distribution with a peak between 10¡4 and 10¡3. This unimodal distribution
again demonstrates that irregular verbs are not an arbitrary subset of all verbs, be-
4cause a random subset of verbs (such as all verbs that contain the letter ‘m’) would
follow a power law distribution with a slope of three-fourths24;25.
Four of our six frequency bins, those between 10¡6 and 10¡2, allow us to estimate
the relative regularization rates of irregular verbs. Calculating the relative regular-
ization rates of verbs of different frequencies is independent of time, which makes
the dating of Old and Middle English irrelevant for this calculation. We can draw
regularization rate versus frequency and ﬁt a straight line in a log-log plot (Figure
1b). Comparing Old and Modern English we obtain a slope of about ¡0:51. There-
fore, an irregular verb which is 100 times less frequent is regularized 10 times as
fast. In other words, the half-life of irregular verbs is proportional to the square
root of their frequency. Comparing Middle and Modern English we ﬁnd a slope of
about ¡0:48, consistent with the previous result. Both comparisons show that low
frequency irregulars are selectively forgotten.
Figure 2a shows the exponential decay of the irregular verbs in the four frequency
bins between 10¡6 and 10¡2 as a function of time. From these data, which depend
on the dating of Old and Middle English, we can estimate actual half-lives of the
irregular verbs in different frequency bins. Irregular verbs that occur with a fre-
quency between 10¡6 and 10¡5 have a half-life of about 300 years, while those with
a frequency between 10¡4 and 10¡3 have a half-life of 2000 years. If we ﬁt half-life
versus frequency with a straight line in a log-log plot, we obtain a slope of 0:50,
5which again suggests that the half-life of irregular verbs is proportional to approx-
imately the square root of their frequency (Figure 2b). It is noteworthy that various
methods of ﬁtting the data give the same results.
We cannot directly determine the regularization rate for frequency bins above10¡2,
becauseregularizationissoslowthatnoeventwasobservedinthetimespanofour
data. But we can extrapolate. For instance, the half-life of verbs with frequencies
between 10¡2 and 10¡1 should be 14,400 years. For these bins, the population is
so small and the half-life so long that we may not see a regularization event in the
lifetime of the English language.
To test whether the dynamics within individual competing rules were captured
by our global analysis, we studied the decay of individual classes of strong verbs
(e.g., hit/hit/hit, hurt/hurt/hurt; draw/drew/drawn, grow/grew/grown)26. Although our
resolution is limited by the small sample size, exponential decay is once again ob-
served, with similar exponents. (See Supplementary Figure S1.) Like a Cheshire
cat, dying rules vanish one instance at a time, leaving behind a unimodal frown.
Because adequate corpora of Old and Middle English do not exist, we have esti-
mated the frequency of an irregular verb of Old and Middle English by the fre-
quency of the corresponding (regular or irregular) verb of Modern English.27 A
large fraction of verbs would have had to change frequency by several orders of
magnitude in order to interfere with the effects observed. To verify that large
6changes in frequency are rare, we compared frequency data from CELEX with fre-
quencies drawn from the largest available corpus of Middle English texts28. Out
of ﬁfty verbs, only ﬁve had frequency changes greater than a factor of 10. (See
Supplementary Figure S2.)
Our analysis covers a vast period, spanning the Norman invasion and the inven-
tion of the printing press, but these events did not upset the dynamics of English
regularization.
Therefore, it is possible to retrospectively trace the evolution of the irregular verbs,
moving backwards in time from the observed Modern distribution and up through
Middle and Old English. Going still further back in time allows us to explore the
effects of completely undoing the frequency-dependent selective process which the
irregular verbs have undergone. Eventually, the shape of the curve changes from
unimodal to a power law decline with slope nearly ¡3=4 (Figure 3). This ﬁnding is
remarkablyconsistentwiththefactthatrandomsubsetsofverbs(andofalltypesof
words)exhibitsuchaZipﬁandistribution. Theobservedirregularverbdistribution
is the result of selective pressure on a random collection of ancestral verbs.
We can also make predictions about the future of the past tense. By the time one
verb from the set {begin, break, bring, buy, choose, draw, drink, drive, eat, fall} will
regularize, ﬁve verbs from the set {bid, dive, heave, shear, shed, slay, slit, sow, sting,
stink} will be regularized. If the current trends continue, only 83 of the 177 verbs
7studied will be irregular in 2500.
Whatwillbethenextirregularverbtoregularize? Mostlikelyitwillbewed/wed/wed.
Wed’s frequency is only 4.2 uses per million verbs, ranking at the very bottom of
the modern irregulars. Indeed, it is already being replaced in many contexts by
wed/wedded/wedded. Now is your last chance to be a newly-wed. The married cou-
ples of the future can only hope for wedded bliss.
In prior millennia, many rules vied for control of English language conjugation,
and fossils of those rules remain to this day. Yet from this primordial soup of con-
jugations, the dental sufﬁx -ed emerged triumphant. The competing rules are long
dead, and unfamiliar even to well-educated native speakers. These rules disap-
peared because of the gradual erosion of their instances by a process we, from a
privileged vantage, call regularization. But regularity is not the default state of a
language. A rule is the tombstone of a thousand exceptions.
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12Figure Legends
Figure 1. Irregular verbs regularize at a rate that is inversely proportional to the
squarerootoftheirusagefrequency. a, Theevolutionof177verbsfromOldEnglish
(green) over time, through Middle (red) and Modern English (blue). The fraction
remaining irregular in each bin decreases as the frequency decreases. Frequency
shown is that of the modern descendant, and was computed using the CELEX
corpus. Error bars indicate standard deviation and were calculated using the boot-
strap method. b, The regularization rate of irregular verbs as a function of fre-
quency. The relative regularization rates obtained by comparing Old vs. Modern
English (green) and Middle vs. Modern English (red) scale linearly on a log-log
plot with a downward slope of nearly one-half. The regularization rate, and the
half-life, scale with the square root of the frequency.
Figure 2. Irregular verbs decay exponentially over time. a, Specifying approximate
dates of Old and Middle English allows computation of absolute regularization
rates. Regularization rates increase as frequencies decrease, but are otherwise con-
stant over time. b, Absolute rates of regularization are shown as a function of
frequency. Error bars indicate standard deviation and were calculated using the
bootstrap method. The square-root scaling is obtained again.
Figure 3. Extrapolating forward and backward in time using the observation that
regularization rate scales as the square root of frequency. The differential system
13is exactly solvable and the solution ﬁts all three observed distributions. As we
move backward in time, the distribution of irregular verbs approaches the Zipﬁan
distribution characteristic of random sets of words. The distribution for exceptions
to the -ed rule became non-random because of frequency dependent regularization
due to selective pressure from the emerging rule.
Methods Summary
We searched 11 reference works on Old and Middle English, compiling a list of
every irregular verb which we found. We determined whether each verb was still
present in Modern English. For all those Old English verbs whose descendants re-
mainedintheEnglishlanguage, wecheckedwhethertheywerestillirregularusing
a complete listing of the Modern irregular verbs. If they had regularized, we deter-
mined when regularization had occurred based on the last time period in which we
found a positive annotation listing the verb as irregular. A list of sources used, and
the entire resulting annotation, are provided in the Supplementary Information.
We determined usage frequencies for all the verbs using the CELEX database. We
then binned the Old English irregular verbs using a standard logarithmic binning
algorithm in Python. We used the resulting binning to determine regularization
rates for verbs of differing frequencies. Regularization rates (Figure 1b) for each
bin were computed directly. The ﬁts to exponential decay (Figure 2) and to the
solution of the Irregular equation (Figure 3, see Supplementary Information) were
14produced using the method of least squares. The Python source code for producing
the ﬁgures and the table is available at http://www.languagedata.org.
15Table 1: The 177 Irregular verbs studied
Frequency Verbs % Reg Half Life
10¡1 ¡ 1 be, have 0 38,800
10¡2 ¡ 10¡1 come, do, ﬁnd, get, give, go, know, say, see, take, think 0 14,400
10¡3 ¡ 10¡2 begin, break, bring, buy, choose, draw, drink, drive 10 5400
eat, fall, ﬁght, forget, grow, hang, help, hold, leave, let, lie
lose, reach, rise, run, seek, set, shake, sit, sleep, speak
stand, teach, throw, understand, walk, win, work, write
10¡4 ¡ 10¡3 arise, bake, bear, beat, bind, bite, blow, bow, burn, burst 43 2000
carve, chew, climb, cling, creep, dare, dig, drag, ﬂee
ﬂoat, ﬂow, ﬂy, fold, freeze, grind, leap, lend, lock, melt,reckon
ride, rush, shape, shine, shoot, shrink, sigh, sing, sink
slide, slip, smoke, spin, spring, starve, steal, step, stretch
strike, stroke, suck, swallow, swear, sweep, swim, swing
tear, wake, wash, weave, weep, weigh, wind, yell, yield
10¡5 ¡ 10¡4 bark, bellow, bid, blend, braid, brew, cleave, cringe 72 700
crow, dive, drip, fare, fret, glide, gnaw, grip, heave
knead, low, milk, mourn, mow, prescribe, redden, reek, row
scrape, seethe, shear, shed, shove, slay, slit, smite
sow, span, spurn, sting, stink, strew, stride, swell
tread, uproot, wade, warp, wax, wield, wring, writhe
10¡6 ¡ 10¡5 bide, chide, delve, ﬂay, hew, rue, shrive, slink, snip 91 300
spew, sup, wreak
Table 1. 177 Old English irregular verbs were compiled for this study, and are
arranged according to frequency bin and in alphabetical order within each bin.
Alsoshownisthepercentageofverbsineachbinwhichhaveregularized. Thehalf-
life is shown in years. Verbs that have regularized are indicated in red. As we move
down the list, an increasingly large fraction of the verbs are red; the frequency
dependent regularization of irregular verbs becomes immediately apparent.
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alight•53•1•0•0•N•N••
arise•1088•1•1•1•5•7••
awake•144•1•0•0•N•N••
bake•423•0•1•1•2•10••
bark•186•0•0•1•11•N••
be•687085•1•1•1•2•7••
bear•1917•1•1•1•5•8••
beat•1544•1•1•1•5•10••
become•14957•1•0•0•N•N••
befall•65•1•0•0•N•N••
begin•12254•1•1•1•9•N••
behold•88•1•0•0•N•N••
bellow•92•0•0•1•5•N••
bend•1179•1•0•0•N•N••
beset•63•1•0•0•N•N••
bid•141•1•1•1•5•7
bide•13•0•1•1•2•10
bind•303•1•1•1•5•8
bite•492•1•1•1•5•7
bleed•432•1•0•0•N•N
blend•147•0•0•1•11•N
blow•1507•1•1•1•5•7
bow•336•0•1•1•1•10
braid•50•0•0•1•5•N
break•4102•1•1•1•2•7
breed•341•1•0•0•N•N
brew•107•0•1•1•5•10
bring•9176•1•1•1•2•N
build•4336•1•0•0•N•N
burn•1577•1•1•1•11•11
burst•682•1•1•1•5•7
buy•4594•1•1•1•5•N
carve•350•0•1•1•11•10
cast•737•1•0•0•N•N
catch•3459•1•0•0•N•N
chew•361•0•1•1•5•10
chide•34•0•0•1•5•N
choose•3211•1•1•1•2•10
cleave•75•0•1•1•5•10
climb•1643•0•1•1•5•7
cling•489•1•1•1•11•10
come•35152•1•1•1•2•11
cost•985•1•0•0•N•N
creep•466•1•1•1•5•N
cringe•47•0•0•1•5•N
crow•54•0•1•1•5•10
cut•3415•1•0•0•N•N
dare•861•0•1•1•2•3
deal•1871•1•0•0•N•N
delve•28•0•1•1•8•3
dig•716•1•1•1•2•N
dive•225•1•1•1•5•N
do•80717•1•1•1•2•8
drag•867•0•0•1•5•N
draw•3853•1•1•1•5•7
dream•672•1•0•0•N•N
drink•2321•1•1•1•5•7
drip•183•0•0•1•11•N
drive•3907•1•1•1•2•7
dwell•164•1•0•0•N•N
eat•5183•1•1•1•2•7
fall•5276•1•1•1•5•7
fare•51•0•1•1•8•10
feed•2379•1•0•0•N•N
feel•15489•1•0•0•N•N
fight•2549•1•1•1•5•7
find•19525•1•1•1•5•7
flay•26•0•1•1•11•7
flee•482•1•1•1•2•7
fling•425•1•1•0•N•10
float•585•0•1•1•5•7
flow•616•0•1•1•5•10
fly•1715•1•1•1•2•7
fold•685•0•1•1•5•3
forbid•301•1•1•0•N•7
foretell•44•1•0•0•N•N
forget•3056•1•1•1•11•7
forgive•587•1•0•0•N•N
forgo•90•1•0•0•N•Nforsake•40•1•1•0•N•7
freeze•799•1•1•1•11•7
fret•89•0•0•1•2•N
get•42717•1•1•1•2•7
give•22921•1•1•1•2•7
glide•116•0•1•1•5•7
gnaw•79•0•1•1•5•10
go•51830•1•1•1•8•8
grind•491•1•1•1•5•7
grip•261•0•1•1•5•10
grow•6112•1•1•1•5•7
hang•2539•1•1•1•2•7
have•242066•1•1•1•2•N
hear•9053•1•0•0•N•N
heave•265•1•1•1•2•10
help•6956•0•1•1•2•7
hew•18•0•1•1•5•7
hide•1804•1•0•0•N•N
hit•1792•1•0•0•N•N
hold•8324•1•1•1•2•8
hurt•1204•1•0•0•N•N
keep•11794•1•0•0•N•N
knead•52•0•1•1•11•7
kneel•406•1•0•0•N•N
knit•169•1•0•0•N•N
know•38013•1•1•1•5•8
lead•5292•1•0•0•N•N
leap•549•1•1•1•5•7
leave•14042•1•1•1•8•N
lend•489•1•1•1•11•N
let•7728•1•1•1•11•7
lie•5728•1•1•1•5•7
light•977•1•0•0•N•N
lock•1104•0•1•1•11•7
lose•6086•1•1•1•8•10
low•51•0•0•1•5•N
make•41842•1•0•0•N•N
mean•13126•1•0•0•N•N
meet•4182•1•0•0•N•N
melt•436•0•1•1•5•10
milk•174•0•0•1•5•N
mislead•268•1•0•0•N•N
mistake•168•1•0•0•N•N
mourn•110•0•0•1•5•N
mow•84•0•0•1•11•N
partake•29•1•0•0•N•N
plead•338•1•0•0•N•N
prescribe•204•0•0•1•11•N
prove•2674•1•0•0•N•N
put•14426•1•0•0•N•N
quit•228•1•0•0•N•N
reach•4577•0•1•1•2•3
read•6689•1•0•0•N•N
reckon•394•0•0•1•2•N
redden•43•0•0•1•11•N
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